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Out and About on
Trippium!
There’s nothing quite like a field
trip to get the little grey cells
glowing. On Friday 6th February,
the whole of Oundle School’s
Third Form (Year 9) went out
and about on ‘Trippium’ as part
of their Trivium course. This saw
each ‘Triv’ set of ten pupils
enjoying a diﬀerent day trip
linked to their course: some to
Oxford or Cambridge, others to
London, some to Suﬀolk, whilst
others ventured as far as
Devon.
Variety was the key: some sets
visited renowned museums or
quirky, oﬀ-the-beaten-track
institutions. Some undertook a
special workshop using the
ancient printing presses of the
Bodleian Library at Oxford,
whilst others competed in a
philosophers’ treasure hunt
through the university town, or
hunted down specific pieces of
architecture in Cambridge.
Pupils uncovered the unknown
history of London between St
Paul’s and Westminster Abbey,
and enjoyed excursions to
Greenwich and the Science
Museum in search of lost time.
One group undertook a T. S.
Eliot walk from Oundle to Little
Gidding, with copies of ‘Four
Lessons From The Past

The Trivium and the
National Baccalaureate
At Highbury Grove School, we are in the process of developing our
thinking about our curriculum, our approach to pedagogy, our wider
enrichment provision and the overall structure of the qualifications
that we oﬀer. We’ve got lofty ambitions to be a ‘World Class
School’ that is second to none in enabling students from all
backgrounds to develop as rounded and grounded individuals; global
citizens, tooled up with the knowledge and character to take on the
world.
Two sets of ideas have been very helpful to us as we seek to create a
framework for delivery that might lead us to realize these
ambitions. The first has been Martin Robinson’s Trivium 21st C.
We’ve found it so useful and refreshing in providing (OfSTED-free)
language to examine what we teach and how we teach right across
the school curriculum. It has made us question how well we deliver
on building cultural capital and how much space we create for
knowledge transmission, debate and self-expression. In December
we gave every member of the teaching staﬀ a copy of the book. An
investment worth every penny! Martin has since been working with
us as a consultant, running whole-staﬀ sessions and one-to-ones to
explore how and where grammar, dialecticand rhetoric can be
developed to improve students’ experience of learning.
The second has been the concept of a Baccalaureate curriculum.
Through my work with the Headteachers’ Roundtable, I’ve found
myself in the position to be leading a movement that we hope will
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Quartets’ tucked under the arm;
another made a pilgrimage to Snape
Maltings and Aldeburgh on the trail
of Benjamin Britten. One group of
pupils enjoyed an overnight
residential visit at the purely
democratic Sands School, where all
decisions are put to a full school
vote.
Trips were chosen to stimulate that
‘idle intellectual curiosity’ which
Trevelyan identified as the lifeblood
of civilised society, and the
indulgence of which crosses specific
subject boundaries: hence its being
ideally suited to the Trivium
approach. Accordingly, pupils were
encouraged to dig more deeply into
the spirit of places visited on
Trippium than a simple sightseeing
or tourist excursion might have
required. Photos from the day show
pupils mucking in and discovering
new interests all around the country.
Designed to place learning for its
own sake at the heart of the
curriculum, Trivium at Oundle is a
new course of academic extension,
based purely on ‘interestingness’.
Twenty teachers from all
departments at Oundle are involved
in the Trivium course, and their
brief is to educate; to introduce
pupils to ideas and culture, to sow
seeds and to broaden the
educational experience. The topics
explored vary from group to group,
which was reflected in the variety of
day trips. While one class is
studying the works of Koestler,
another is immersed in the art of
Berlin, or myth theory, or the
impact of the chilli pepper on
Western history. Or, indeed, the
upcoming General Election and the
nature of democracy. One set of
pupils is discussing the ethical
aspects of technological advance…
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result in the establishment of a National Baccalaureate for England
within the next few years. From September 2015, we will be
promoting our Sixth Form curriculum explicitly as a pathway to
gaining the Advanced National Baccalaureate. The basic structure is
as follows:
Core Learning: A Levels, BTECs or a combination
Personal Project: Every student will be enrolled on an Extended
Project Qualification course
Personal Development Programme: Every student
will construct a programme of activities nominally
taking up 150 hours over two years, with
requirements to include physical, creative, cultural
and community service elements.
It’s a radical departure from what we have oﬀered until now where
most students simply take their A levels and BTECs and do little
else. The PDP concept has led us to plan a range of new elements
of the post-16 curriculum. We’re taking Year 12 on a long Outward
Bound weekend; we’re extending our music provision into the Sixth
Form (all of our KS3 students have orchestral instruments and
instrumental tuition); we’re introducing Model United Nations and
a range of sports teams; we’re setting up new opportunities for
community service via mentoring and coaching of younger students.
All of these elements create opportunities for Sixth Formers to
develop their character, their confidence and their portfolio of
authentic experiences, alongside their academic study.
Clearly, each set of ideas could stand-alone: Trivium thinking doesn’t
need a Bacc structure per se – and the reverse is also true. But,
when they come together, all the ideas resonate so strongly, it makes
absolute sense. The concept of Logos links authentic learning
experiences in the pursuit of knowledge to the idea of personal
development through physical or cultural pursuits. Rhetoric is
embedded in the process of the completing the EPG. Grammar is at
the core of the study of every A Level and BTEC course. It all links
together.
The ideas within the Trivium and the Baccalaureate are essentially
the micro and macro manifestations of the same philosophy that
Martin promotes in his book: Schools should develop a curriculum that
responds to change, as well as being rooted in a sensitive awareness of our
traditions and how they are evolving. It should seek out academic, social,
cultural, artistic and physical challenges that are authentic, that stretch each
child, and give them experiences they would not otherwise get.
It’s all very much at an embryonic stage but I’m hopeful that in a
few years the Trivium-Bacc combination will be a force to be
reckoned with. Tom Sherrington Headteacher Highbury Grove
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…whilst another is being introduced to the poetry of Yeats.
Oundelians are intellectually ambitious but it is vital that they
do not equate all learning with assessment. ‘Triv’ has no syllabus
and no prescribed content, and the same was true of ‘Trippium’
– the trips went far and wide, with no syllabus other than to be
in quest of the interesting and the polemic. Many of the Trivium
themes overlap, so several of the Trippiums were able to
combine transport and visits, too. The academic overlap there is
important: appreciation of a work of art is enhanced by an
understanding of its historical context. What links all the sets
and all the trips in this course, is the method of teaching that
lies behind them – Trivium’s ‘traditional three ways’ of Grammar,
Logic and Rhetoric. Oundle provides a modern Trivium with
academic extension at its heart, but expects that these three
disciplines will remain central to the teaching.
Debate and discussion are key features of Triv at Oundle,
whether in the classroom or out on day trips, and this is
alongside the smaller class size of 10 pupils. This has produced a
notable intensity and depth in the intellectual relationship
between pupils and teachers – and, as far as Trippium trips go,
the whole class fits in one minibus! The close relationship
between that one teacher and his/her 10 pupils develops during
the course of the year, in lessons and out and about, as the small
set sizes transform the classroom atmosphere into that of a
tutorial.

‘only connect…’
The ‘Trippium’ excursions will be an annual event, to take this
approach outside the bounds of the School and her town. While
the philosophy of the course itself is often summed up in the words of E M Forster: ‘only connect’, this year’s
trips were more humbly summed up by one boy in an email afterwards – ‘Dear Sir – a very big thank you for
today – it was so good just to go and do something for its own sake. I spent the whole night dreaming about new
things.’ William Gunson
Head of Trivium, Oundle School

‘…it was so
good just to
go and do
something for
its own sake.’
Lessons From The Past
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